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Schedule Overview: 

The Faculty Development Program (FDP) on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) was 

organized by G. Pulla Reddy Engineering College was a comprehensive week-long initiative 

aimed at providing insights and understanding into various facets of IPR. The program was 

organized with a meticulous schedule covering essential aspects of IPR. 

Day 1: Introduction to IPR: 

The inaugural day commenced with an insightful introduction to the fundamental concepts and 

significance of Intellectual Property Rights, setting the stage for an engaging week ahead. 
Day 2: Variants of IPR 
Participants delved into a diverse array of IPR variants, exploring patents, copyrights, trademarks, 

and their unique characteristics and applications. 

Day 3: Patent Filing A detailed session on the intricate process of patent filing, including 

documentation, procedures, and legal aspects, equipped attendees with practical knowledge. 

Day 4: Patent Search: Participants were guided through the art of patent search methodologies, 

utilizing various resources and tools to effectively conduct thorough searches. 

Day 5: Patent Draft The day focused on the essential elements of drafting a patent, emphasizing 

clarity, specificity, and the technical nuances involved in presenting an effective patent draft. 

Day 6: Copyrights and Trademarks The concluding day was dedicated to comprehending 

copyrights and trademarks, highlighting their significance, application, and protection in various 
industries. 
Throughout the FDP, interactive sessions, case studies, and practical exercises enhanced 

participant's understanding and encouraged active engagement with the subject matter. The 

collaborative learning environment fostered valuable discussions and networking opportunities 
among attendees. 
The FDP on IPR conducted by G. Pulla Reddy Engineering College proved to be a pivotal 

platform, equipping participants with in-depth knowledge and practical insights into the 
multifaceted realm of Intellectual Property Rights. 
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